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X-rays and pressure in the universe: 
Stars, supernovas, … 

Neutron star from Nasa 



Range'of'pressure'in'the'universe'

From: https://www.gl.ciw.edu/static/users/rhemley/HemleyWilliamson2004.htm 



Pressure'to'make'you'hungry…'

From Amazon.com 

Cold press Pasteurization: 
Pressed to about 
 0.5 GPa (5000 atm) 

Pressure cooking since 1679 (Wikipedia) 

A lot of scientific studies on 
foods under pressure!!! 

P up to 2 atm 

PV = nRT 



High'pressure'crystallography'

Macromolecular(structures(inves7gated(under(pressure(
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(
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(
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Also:'high-pressure(cryocooling(methods(for(protein(

crystals(to(preserve(them(and(to(diffract(be?er.((

(

exposure time and limited available beam time, seven data sets
only were collected, showing also a linear increase of B values.
Interestingly, slopes at 18 and 33 keV, 0.226 and 0.285% per
data set, respectively, are similar in spite of the fact that the
DQE at 33 keV is divided by !4 with respect to 18 keV (see
x2). In Fig. 3, experimental !B/B values were multiplied by
the detector DQE at the relevant wavelength, which gives the
(intrinsic) variation which would be observed with an ideal
detector (DQE = 1). The slopes of fitted linear curves in Fig. 3
are 0.041 and 0.143% per data set at 33 and 18 keV, respec-
tively. Accordingly, assuming an ideal detector, the number of
data sets of the prescribed quality that could be collected on a
single HEWL crystal would be multiplied by !3.5 at 33 keV
when compared with 18 keV. The actual intrinsic gain at
33 keV is probably even larger, given that longer exposures
(necessary to compensate for the low DQE of the detector at
33 keV) increase the residence time in the sample of aggres-
sive radicals produced by irradiation.

Shimizu et al. (2007) have reported measurements of
successive 180" data sets (12 to 15) collected on a cryocooled
HEWL crystal at nine X-ray energies from 6.5 to 33 keV using
a Quantum 315 (ADSC, USA), a multi-CCD detector with the
same type of phosphor as the Mar165 CCD. These authors
were mainly interested in the dose dependence of radiation
damage with photon energy. At each energy, average B factors
were derived from a Wilson plot for the first and last data set.
We analyzed these data assuming again DQE = 1. We found
that the relative variation of B per data set was decreasing
from 6.5 keV to 33 keV (Fig. 4), thus consolidating and
extending to a much broader energy range conclusion drawn
from our measurements at 18 and 33 keV. Systematic and
random errors during data collection are smaller when using
shorter wavelengths (Helliwell et al., 1993; Fourme et al.,
2003). Results presented in this article for HEWL crystals
suggest that, in addition, more data can be collected on a given

diffraction structural biology

4 of 6 Roger Fourme et al. # Macromolecular crystallography beamlines J. Synchrotron Rad. (2011). 18

Figure 2
Variation of the average B factor as a function of data set number during
multiple data acquisition with 18 keV photons and a CCD detector.

Figure 3
Intrinsic !B/B variation as a function of data set number during repeated
acquisitions on a cryocooled HEWL crystal at 18 and 33 keV. The first
data set is labelled 0 and the 18 keV plot is limited to the first 16 data sets
of the complete collection shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1
Selected examples of macromolecular structures investigated by HPMX (from works by authors of this article and co-workers).Fourme et al., J. Synchrotron Rad. (2011). 18  



Pressure'and'temperature'inside'earth'

150$GPa,$3500$°C$

330$GPa,$5000$°C$

365$GPa,$5500$°C$

25$GPa,$1800$°C$

From: Spring8 

From: DiscoveryMagazine 



High'pressure'crystallography'

X-ray(diffrac7on(under(

pressure(with(the(advent(

of(microfocus(beamlines((

(

Enormous(impact(to(study(

earths(interior(in(the(last(

20(years!!!(



Pressure'='Force'/'Area'

4 Ton Elephant on one foot: 

Pressure = 0.25 MPa (2.5 Bar) 

65 kg woman on 1cm2 heel: 

Pressure = 6.5 MPa (65 Bar) 

1 Bar = 0.987 Atmosphere 



Pressure'='Force'/'Area'

Blue Whale: 190 Ton 

1 cm2 

Pressure = 190 Ton / 1 cm2 = 19 GPa (1.9x105 Bar) 
(Easily achievable today at the XDS beamline downstairs) 



XRD'under'pressure'

5.2 Medidas de Difração sob pressão

Figura 5.6.: (Esquerda) Imagem obtida no experimento de difração na CCD Rayonix.
(Direita), Difratograma obtido da integração da figura à esquerda (vermelho) junto
com a simulação do difratograma gerada pelo software powder cell (preto).

simulados através do método de Rietveld usando o software GSAS.

Figura 5.7.: Difratogramas experimentais e simulados pelo método Rietveld do com-
posto EuGa4 para diferentes pontos de pressão.

Utilizando-se do método de Rietveld determinou-se os parâmetros de redes para o
composto como função da pressão. A Figura 5.8 mostra o comportamento dos parâme-
tros de rede e do volume da rede cristalina como função da pressão. Pode se notar nesta
figura que a amostra sofre uma abrupta redução de volume em 4 GPa. Esta redução
abrupta de volume está relacionada com a mudança de tipo de ordenamento magnético,
de antiferromagnético para ferromagnético, observada por nós anteriormente[58].
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Capítulo 5 Novas Instrumentações para experimentos sob altas pressões
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Figura 5.8.: Comportamento da razão entre os parâmetros de rede (c/a) e do volume
da célula unitária como função da pressão obtidos a partir do refinamento Rietveld.
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Use of pressure to 
continuously tune 
or compress the 
crystal structure 



- High energies: > 25 keV 
- Small beam sizes: < 0.15 x 0.15 mm2 
- In-situ pressure calibration,  
- Temperature control 

 - 10 K (cryostat) 
 - 3000 K (laser heating, comissioning)  

 

XRD at High Pressures @LNLS

Up to 80 GPa for now 



Rare'earths'under'pressure'

•  Volume(collapse(with(pressure:(almost(all(rare(earths(

•  Mixed(valence:(half(of(all(rare(earths(

•  4f'electrons:(magne7sm,(electronic(structure(

Jayaraman et al., PRB 1974. C. M. Varma , Rev. Mod. Phys. 1976 



EuO'volume'under'pressure'

XRD'at'Sector'16/HPCAT/APS:(structure(

•  LaKce(contrac7on(as(a(func7on(of(pressure(

•  Electronic(instabili7es(at(low(pressure(
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 •  B1'">'B2'transiMon'
– Local(volume(expansion(

– Coordina7on(change(
– Predicted(valence(
transi7on(to(Eu3+(

(



EuO:'Valence'change'w/'pressure'

Valence change towards 3+ (4f6,5d1) Up to 40 GPa, as expected. 
Contrary to the expected valence goes from 2.3+ back to 2+  
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Homogeneous'VS'inhomogeneous'

•  Homogeneous(valence(at(each(crystal(phase(

•  Inhomogeneous(valence(in(the(coexis7ng(phase(

region(
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(Dis)Agreement'with'theory'
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Eu
 4

f o
cc

up
at

io
n Eu 4f occupation

LDA+U simulations (Wien2k): 

Bond-valence parameterization: 
 

Brese & O’Keeffe, ACTA Cryst. B 47, 192 (1991).  

“bond length is a unique function 

of bond valence” 

Bond 
distances: 

XRD 

Constants: 
b = 0.37 Å ; Rij (Eu2+) = 2.147 Å ; Rij (Eu3+) = 2.076 Å  



''X"ray'MagneMc'Circular'Dichroism'

Eu-4f O-2p 

Eu-5d 

Eu-5d 

Eu-4f 
O-2p 

spin- specific XAS  
 

 Dipolar (2p → 5d)   
 Quadrupolar (2p → 4f) 

“5d” 

“4f” “5d-2p” 

4f5d 2p 
O-2p 

Europium Oxygen 



''''High'pressure'XAS/XMCD'

In-situ pressure calibration: 
DAC translated to a  
Ruby fluorescence station 

 
Performed experiments up 

to 90 GPa, so far. 
P > 150 GPa are possible 

4-ID-D beamline 

Advanced Photon Source 

 

X-rays X-rays 

Partially perforated 
(0.1mm thick) Fully perforated 

Mini anvil (0.7mm thick) 

Sample 
G

as
ke

t 

Cryostat 

X-rays 

Electromagnet Applied field 

DAC 

High Pressure Research 28, 185 (2008) 
Rev. Sci. Instrum., 78, 083904 (2007) 



TC increases with lattice contraction: 4f – 5d mixing (indirect exchange) 

Souza-Neto et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 102, 057206 (2009) 

LDA+U 

at APS: Europium monochalcogenides 



EuO'under'pressure'

44'<'P'<'59'GPa:'inhomogeneous(valences(

concomitant(with(the(mixture(of(NaCl(and(CsCl(

phases(

P'>'59'GPa:'reentrant(Eu2+(valence(ground(state(is(
unexpectedly(recovered!(

Bond"valence'parameterizaMon'does'not'work'
universally'

Strong'implicaMons'to'the'physics'of'4f'systems'
'

'
Phys.'Rev.'LeZ.'109,'026403'(2012).'Science'editors’'choice'v337'p504,'2012'
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P'<'14'GPa:''quantum(state(of(frac7onal(4f/5d(occupa7ons(
(

14'<'P'<'44'GPa:'fluctua7ng(valence(between(Eu2+(and(Eu3+;(homogenously(

distributed;(with(characteris7c(frequency(determined(by(the(4f(bandwidth.((

Science editors’ choice v337 p504, (2012). 
Souza-Neto et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 102, 057206 (2009) 
Souza-Neto et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 026403 (2012) 



Titanic: 53000 Ton 

1 cm2 

Pressure = 50000 Ton / 1 cm2 = 5 TPa (5x108 Atm) 
(That’s more challenging and motivating) 

How'to'apply'extreme'pressures?'



Synchrotron'techniques'under'extreme'

•  Must(go(for(extreme(pressure,(temperature(and(field((

Small volume: DAC + Laser heating: 
400 GPa, 6000 K, 1µm3 

Large volume (LVP): 
30 GPa, 3000 K, 1 cm3 

Extreme: Shock wave: 
100 TPa, 108 K, 1µm3 



EMA'beamline'at'SIRIUS''

23(

Extreme condition XRD/XMCD/XES/XRS 
With very small 
x-ray beamsize 



High'pressure'with'DAC'

24(

“High-pressure X-ray science on the 
ultimate storage ring” 

Malcolm I. McMahon 
J. Synch. Rad. (2014). 21, 1077-1083 

Two-stage DAC to reach pressures 
as high as 800 GPa. 

new science opportunities

J. Synchrotron Rad. (2014). 21, 1077–1083 doi:10.1107/S1600577514012855 1077
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High-pressure X-ray science on the ultimate
storage ring

Malcolm I. McMahon

SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, and Centre for Science at Extreme Conditions,

The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK. E-mail: m.i.mcmahon@ed.ac.uk

The advent of the ESRF, APS and SPring-8 third-generation synchrotron
sources in the mid-1990s heralded a golden age of high-pressure X-ray science.
The high-energy monochromatic micro-focused X-ray beams from these storage
rings, combined with the new high-pressure diffraction and spectroscopy
techniques developed in the late 1980s, meant that researchers were
immediately able to make detailed structural studies at pressures comparable
with those at the centre of the Earth, studies that were simply not possible only
five years previously. And new techniques, such as X-ray inelastic scattering and
X-ray nuclear scattering, became possible at high pressure for the first time,
providing wholly-new insight into the behaviour of materials at high densities.
The arrival of new diffraction-limited storage rings, with their much greater
brightness, and ability to achieve focal-spot diameters for high-energy X-ray
beams of below 1 mm, offers the possibility of a new generation of high-pressure
science, both extending the scope of what is already possible, and also opening
ways to wholly-new areas of investigation.

Keywords: high-pressure diffraction; diffraction-limited storage rings; extreme conditions.

1. Introduction

High-pressure science investigates how materials behave at
high density, where the atoms are pushed closer together by
external forces. The application of such research to under-
standing the internal structure of the Earth and other planets,
where pressures can reach the TPa (10 Mbar) range, is
perhaps immediately obvious. But research at extreme pres-
sures, where complex behaviour emerges in both solid and
liquid phases as the core electrons begin to influence material
structure and bonding, is also a fruitful route to wholly-new
phenomena and novel new materials (McMillan, 2002), and
provides rigorous tests of fundamental condensed matter
theory and computation (Hemley & Ashcroft, 1998). The
construction of a new generation of diffraction-limited storage
rings, or the upgrade of existing storage rings, promises a new
era of extreme-conditions science as researchers take advan-
tage of the reduced beam size, and much higher brightness,
that such machines provide. Before describing the new science
that might become possible, a brief history of high-pressure
science on synchrotrons over the last 25 years sets the scene.

2. A short history of high-pressure X-ray science on
synchrotrons

High-pressure science has always benefited greatly from the
use of synchrotron radiation (Paszkowicz, 2002). As pressure
is defined as force/area, extremes of pressure can be reached

by using only moderate forces if they act on extremely small
samples. This is the method employed in the diamond anvil
cell (DAC), invented in the late 1950s (Jamieson et al., 1959;
Weir et al., 1959), in which samples only tens of micrometres
in diameter and a few micrometres thick are compressed
between the tips of two gem-quality diamonds (see Fig. 1). The
size of the samples used in a DAC requires micro-focused
high-intensity X-ray sources in order to obtain high-quality
diffraction and scattering data, particularly at pressures above
1 Mbar (100 GPa) (Hausermann & Hanfland, 1996) (see
Fig. 2).

Figure 1
Schematic diagram of a diamond anvil cell (DAC). The sample is
contained within the sample chamber in the metallic gasket, which is then
compressed between the two diamond anvils. In a two-stage DAC (see
main text) the sample chamber contains the secondary set of micro-anvils,
between which the sample is compressed (see enlargement). Note the
different scales.



General'specificaMons'

25(

Source( SCU16.5(or(IVU19(@(low(β-straight(

Energy'range' 2.7'keV'to'35'keV'
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XMCD/XMLD''under'pressure'

26(

Large bore SC magnet < 2µm2 focused beamsize 
With long working distance 

Custom anvil cells  



EMA'beamline'at'SIRIUS''

27(

Even more 
extreme 
pressures in 
the future ??? 



Shockwaves'+'X"rays'
Diffraction EXAFS 



By Francisco Maia et al. 

Shockwave'+'Sirius'?'

X ray Pulse of Sirius
'P ~ 55% 

𝑷 ∝ 𝑰𝟐 𝟑 =
𝜺

𝜟𝒕. 𝜟𝑨

𝟐
𝟑

Laser induced extreme conditions experiments at 
Sirius 

With 500 ps laser pulse, X-ray 

pulse probes a steady state 

shock waves

500 ps laser pulse



Proof'of'concept'shockwave'experiment'

Irradiate'graphite'with'high'power'laser!'



www.nature.com/scientificreports/

2Scientific RepoRts | 5:11812 | DOi: 10.1038/srep11812

after the laser irradiation process and analyzed by micro Raman spectroscopy, Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) and High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HREM). Considering the ultrafast optical 
excitation, ablation regime and the distinct laser-synthesized carbon structures, we propose an indirect 
mechanism in which subsequent laser-induced transformations lead to the synthesis of the diamond-like 
phase.

Results and Discussion
The Raman spectra and the SEM micrographs shown in Fig. 1 present the evolution of the induced mod-
ifications in the ultrashort laser pulses irradiated polycrystalline graphite sample through assessing the 
stages from the precursor (Fig. 1a,b), the intermediary stage found at the irradiated surface (Fig. 1c,d), 
to the final diamond-like structure (Fig. 1e,f).
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Figure 1. On the left are shown the Raman spectra and on the right the respective SEM images. (a) and 
(b) refer to the polycrystalline graphite (precursor). (c) and (d) correspond to the laser-modified surface, 
and in (c), the thicker red curve is the measured Raman spectrum and the gray ones are its component 
bands obtained from Voigt functions fittings. (e) and (f) present the measurements for the laser-created 
structure (the corresponding optical image is shown in the Figure S1 of the Supplementary Information, 
which also shows the Raman spectra for two other laser created particles). Clear morphological differences 
are noted between the precursor and the laser modified materials. The raw graphite contains disordered 
and buckled flakes (b). In (d) the material features micrometer sized globular formations composed by 
nanometer sized structures. Stacked layers resulting from shockwaves dynamic compressed carbon produce 
the structure shown in (e).
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In the Fig.  1a the pristine graphite exhibits its characteristic Raman modes at 1343 and 1615 cm−1 
(related to structural defects bands D1 and D2, respectively), and at 1579 cm−1 originating from the 
stretching of the sp2-bounded carbon atoms forming the well-known hexagonal structure (G-band)24. 
After irradiation, notable changes were observed in the Raman spectrum of the laser modified surface, 
shown in Fig. 1c, with respect to the precursor (Fig. 1a). While the D1 band appears at 1340 cm−1, the 
displacement of the G band to 1595 cm−1 (Fig. 1c) confirms the laser-induced pressure, since similar shifts 
to higher wavenumbers were verified for HOPG upon room-temperature compression25. Additionally, 
Raman resonances, which do not manifest in the precursor (Fig.  1a), emerge at 1087, 1245, 1425 and 
1552 cm−1. Analogous spectra have been reported for an experiment that quenched Carbon Black from 
high-pressure high-temperature environment26 (15 GPa and 1700 °C for 15 min) and also in shocked 
meteorites27. In the former work, the new vibrations were declared unexplained Raman modes, while in 
the latter they were attributed to a new carbon phase. Considering previous works26–28 and our experi-
mental observations, we suggest that these vibrations are evidence of the creation of sp3 carbon phases 
by the ultrafast laser excitation, as theoretical models29 have predicted sp3 lattices with rather specific 
Raman resonances.

The Raman spectrum of the laser-created structure transferred to a Cu grating (Fig.  1e) shows an 
expressively pronounced G-band at 1580 cm−1. While this band nearly dominates the spectrum, less 
intense vibrational resonances similar to the ones for the laser modified surface are also present. The 
dominance of the G-band closely resembles the Raman spectrum of HOPG26, therefore, indicating that 
the laser shockwaves induced reconstruction of the disordered arrangement of the pristine graphite into 
a more ordered graphitic phase. However, Selected Area of Diffraction (SAD) analysis of crystallites at 
multiple regions of this laser created structure (Fig. 1f) turned out being rather different from graphite, 
as can be noted in Fig. 2a (laser created particle) and 2b (polycrystalline graphite precursor). By assess-
ing the related diffraction peaks plotted as a function of the inverse of the d-spacing (Fig. 2d), the laser 
induced changes are corroborated by the clear absence of the 0.338 nm interlayer distance – a signature 
of graphitic phase – in the created structure. Moreover, the electron diffraction pattern of this laser syn-
thesized carbon form reasonably matches that of zinc blend diamond phase10,30 and, accordingly, lead us 
to argue that the laser excitation synthesized a diamond-like phase. Figure 2c exhibits a High Resolution 
Image corresponding to a small region of the diffraction pattern area shown in the Fig. 2a. The whole 
image area (16 ×  16 nm2) of the Fig. 2c presents planes with 0.205 nm distance (diamond characteristic 
plane distance) and an amorphous background, which is also noticed in Fig. 2a.

The dark field image shown in Fig. 3b was obtained using an objective aperture to select the diffrac-
tion hales corresponding to the two more intense peaks of the diamond-like phase electron diffraction 
pattern (Fig. 3a). Texturized micrometer domains of the latter phase (Fig. 3b) can be observed with typ-
ical sizes around 50 ×  25 nm2. In their vicinities, onion-like structures were also encountered (Fig. 3c,d).
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Figure 2. High Resolution Electron Diffraction analysis of the diamond-like phase. SADs of the (a) 
laser created structures, and (b) its graphite precursor; (c) HREM micrograph of the laser created structure 
with the characteristic 0.205 nm d-spacing of the diamond phase evidenced by the zoom of a small area 
shown in the bottom inset; the upper inset shows the Fourier Transform of the whole image; (d) exhibits the 
corresponding electron diffraction peaks as a function of the inverse of the d-spacing for the polycrystalline 
graphite (PG, gray spectrum) and diamond-like phase (blue spectrum).
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Here we propose that the mechanism for the transformation from graphite to the diamond-like phase 
follows an indirect pathway that is underpinned on the morphology of the starting material, specific 
thermodynamical events dictated by the fluence of overlapping ultrashort laser pulses18 and the forma-
tion of natural catalysts, as the onion-like structures31 and the laser driven nanometer sized graphite26. 
Initially, the high densities of free electrons accumulating at the boundaries of the precursor defective 
graphitic flakes favored the absorption of the ultrashort pulses energy steering to the creation of super-
excited states, and ultimately to ablation32. As a consequence of the ultrafast excitation above the high 
fluence ablation threshold and the following explosive ablation, nonthermal shockwaves first propagate 
into the material after the electronic relaxation, and then heating and thermal equilibrium take place. 
This thermodynamical process, which happens at each laser shot, produces cumulative incremental lat-
tice distortions14,33 leading to more ordered carbon forms34. Considering the exposure time with pulse 
superposition, these latter structures behave as transient states whose energetic barrier to phase transi-
tion lowers while the crystallinity gradually increases at each shockwave shot. Therefore, the formation 
of the diamond-like phase is assisted by those intermediary carbon structures which assume the role of 
nucleation sites more prone to phase transitions35.

Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated, for the first time to our knowledge, the synthesis of a diamond-like 
phase from blasting polycrystalline graphite with spatially overlapping 25 fs ultrashort laser pulses under 
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Figure 3. Texturized domains of the diamond-like phase and onions-like carbon coexisting at the laser 
created particle. (a) SAD of the diamond-like phase from a small area on the region of the laser created 
structure displayed in (b). The highlighted red spot in the frame (a) represent the selected diffraction peaks 
for construction the patterned domains shown in (b). Onion-like phases also found at the laser created 
structure are presented in the frames (c) and (d).
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Synthesis of diamond-like phase 
from graphite by ultrafast laser 
driven dynamical compression
Francisco C. B. Maia1, Ricardo E. Samad2, Jefferson Bettini3, Raul O. Freitas1, 
Nilson D. Vieira Junior2 & Narcizo M. Souza-Neto1

Rapid variations of the environmental energy caused by ultrashort laser pulses have induced phase 
transitions in carbon allotropes, therefore bringing the promise of revealing new carbon phases. 
Here, by exposing polycrystalline graphite to 25 fs laser pulses at 4 J/cm2 fluence under standard air 
atmosphere, we demonstrated the synthesis of translucent micrometer-sized structures carrying 
diamond-like and onion-like carbon phases. Texturized domains of the diamond phase were also 
identified. Concerning different synthesized carbon forms, pulse superposition and singularities of 
the thermodynamical process, we pinpoint the synthesis mechanism by the laser-induced subsequent 
products energetically evolving to attain the diamond-like phase.

In recent years carbon allotropes, such as nanodiamonds, have shown promising new applications in 
many fields due to its physical, chemical and surface characteristics. Their high electron mobility, field 
electron emission and magnetic properties1 make them important players in carbon based electronics2,3. 
Their tribological and mechanical1,4,5 properties give rise to harder coatings1,5, which are biocompatible 
and can provide improved biological prosthesis joints6 with decreased wear. This biocompatibility allied 
to their biosensing, optical and nanoprobing functionalities7,8 provide drug delivery and cellular labeling 
capacity7. This wide range of novel applications has fostered the active search for new and more efficient 
synthesis and production methods of carbon allotropes.

In this pursuit, it has been shown that dynamical compression is a way to steer carbon allotropes, 
through rapid energy variations, to phase transitions. As examples, transition from graphite to diamond 
headed by shock compression experiments occurs through the fast martensitic mechanism9; in a setup 
designed for quenching shock-compressed samples at a fast cooling rate, the n-diamond phase10 has been 
created, and in regions of shock impacted meteorites nanodiamonds have been formed11. These observa-
tions brought to light the importance of carbon phase transformations in non-equilibrium states, spur-
ring studies in a faster time scale using ultrashort pulses, which trigger shockwaves12,13 carrying extreme 
temperature and pressure in the matter. Experiments employing high peak power ultrashort laser pulses 
with durations around 100 femtoseconds irradiating Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG), usu-
ally under vacuum14–16 or in the graphite/liquid interface17, have originated sp3-bounded lattices on 
the graphite14,18 and provided preliminary evidences of diamond formation on the substrates14–17,19,20. 
Ultrashort laser shots raise promises for synthesizing known21 and still theoretically predicted22,23 sp3 
carbon structures. Here, we have taken advantage of moderate energy ultrashort laser pulses to gener-
ate shockwaves and induce the formation of a diamond-like phase from the sp2 carbon polycrystalline 
graphite precursor.

In the present work, laser shots irradiating graphite under air dramatically modified the surface and 
created micrometer scale translucent structures where diamond-like crystallites were found coexisting 
with onion-like phases and quasi-amorphous nanometer sized graphite. Such materials were recovered 
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